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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As we’ve seen over the past two years, data and statistics can be manipulated and skewed in a

wide variety of ways. COVID cases, for example, have clearly been overinIated by including

people with no symptoms (likely false positives) and diagnosing anyone entering the hospital for

an unrelated issue as a COVID patient if they test positive (again, falsely) for SARS-CoV-2.

One of the most reliable data points we have is all-cause mortality. It’s very hard to massage that

statistic, as people are either dead or they’re not. Their inclusion in the national death index

database is based on one primary criteria — they’ve died — regardless of the cause.

From there, their cause of death, as identi2ed on their death certi2cate, is added in to more

granular statistics, such as the number of people who died from cancer and heart disease in any

given year, for example. But while the cause of any given death can be manipulated and altered,

the fact that there was a death is more certain. What’s more, death rates tend to be very stable.

“ We are seeing, right now, the highest death
rates we have seen in the history of this business ...
death rates are up 40% over what they were
prepandemic. ~ Scott Davidson, CEO of
OneAmerica”

As noted in a (not peer-reviewed) study led by scientist Denis Rancourt, who looked at U.S.

mortality between March 2020 and October 2021,  “All-cause mortality by time is the most

reliable data for detecting true catastrophic events causing death, and for gauging the

population-level impact of any surge in deaths from any cause.”

40% Rise in Deaths Among Working Americans

With that in mind, OneAmerica’s announcement that the death rate of working-age Americans (18

to 64), in the third quarter of 2021, was 40% higher than prepandemic levels is rather stunning.

OneAmerica is a national mutual life insurance company based in Indianapolis. During an early

January 2022 press conference, CEO Scott Davidson said:

“We are seeing, right now, the highest death rates we have seen in the history of this

business — not just at OneAmerica. The data is consistent across every player in that

business.

And what we saw just in third quarter, we’re seeing it continue into fourth quarter, is that

death rates are up 40% over what they were pre-pandemic. Just to give you an idea of

how bad that is, a three-sigma or a one-in-200-year catastrophe would be 10% increase

over pre-pandemic. So, 40% is just unheard of.”

According to Davidson, a majority of the death claims 2led are not classi2ed as COVID-19 deaths,

so something else is driving up the death rate. As reported by The Center Square:

“The CDC weekly death counts, which reNect the information on death certiOcates and so

have a lag of up to eight weeks or longer, show that for the week ending Nov. 6, there

were far fewer deaths from COVID-19 in Indiana compared to a year ago — 195 verses

336 — but more deaths from other causes — 1,350 versus 1,319.”

Disability Claims Have Also Risen

At the same time, OneAmerica has also noticed an uptick in disability claims. Initially, there was a

rise in short-term disability claims, but now most claims are for long-term disabilities. The

company expects the rise in claims will cost them “well over $100 million,” an unexpected

expense that will be passed on to employers buying group life insurance policies.

During that press conference, Brian Tabor, president of the Indiana Hospital Association,

con2rmed Indiana hospitals are seeing a dramatic increase in both deaths and hospitalizations

for a wide variety of conditions.

Not only are the number of hospitalizations in Indiana higher than it was before the COVID shots

were rolled out in in 2021, it’s the highest it’s been in 2ve years.  Meanwhile, the daily deaths from

COVID-19 are less than half that of 2020.

What’s Killing Younger Healthy Americans?

Since COVID-19 isn’t killing younger, healthy Americans, what is? What changed in 2021 that

might have such a devastating effect on people’s health? Well, the most obvious change is that

more than 100 million Americans got the experimental COVID shots, and doctors and scientists

have elucidated several mechanisms by which these gene transfer technologies might injure or

kill. As reported by vaccine safety blogger Steve Kirsch:

“Normally death rates don’t change at all. They are very stable. It would take something

REALLY BIG to have an effect this big. The effect size is 12-sigma.  That is an event that

would happen by pure chance every 2.832 years. That’s very rare. It’s basically never.

The universe is only 14 billion years old which is 1.413. In other words, the event that

happened is not a statistical ‘Nuke.’ Something caused a very big change ... Whatever it is

that is causing this, it is bigger and deadlier than COVID and it’s affecting nearly

everyone.”

Kirsch lists 14 clues as to what this deadly “something” might be, including the following:

The rise in deaths began after the rollout of the COVID shots

It’s primarily working age people (18 to 64) who are dying

There are more excess deaths than any time in history, which suggests they’re caused by a

novel threat

COVID deaths have signi2cantly diminished, so COVID-19 can be ruled out

People are dying from a wide variety of causes, so most pathogens can be ruled out

To get an effect size this high, the lethal agent must affect massive numbers of people. “It is

something new affecting at least half the population,” Kirsch writes, “like a new mandated

vaccine for example”

Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb has been, and continues to, push to get everyone injected

Since other life insurance companies are seeing the same trend, the causative factor is

national in scope

The dramatic rise in disabilities suggests that many who aren’t killed by this novel threat are

seriously injured, often long-term. As mentioned, doctors and scientists have detailed several

mechanisms of action by which the COVID shots can maim or kill

Adverse Events May Be More Underreported Than Calculated

Kirsch continues:

“We know that about 3M people die a year in the U.S.  75% are over 65 years old, so that

leaves us with 750K deaths per year for under 65. If that jumped by 40% from pre-

pandemic levels in Q3 and Q4, we should assume that Q2 was the ramp up period (we’ll

assume a linear ramp up in Q2).

So that is 75K deaths per quarter for Q3 and Q4 and half of that, 37K deaths in Q2. So

that means roughly 187K excess deaths are probably happening for ages 18-64 due to

some new cause.”

He then goes on to compare that rough estimate of 187,000 excess deaths to the U.S. Vaccine

Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) which, as of the December 24, 2021, data release,

included 2,156 deaths between the ages of 17 and 65.

Subtracting the background death rate of 40 from 2,156, multiplied by Kirsch’s calculated

underreporting factor (URF) of 41  gives us 87,000 deaths. In other words, assuming vaccine

injuries are underreported by a factor of 41, the real death toll from the COVID jab would be

87,000. However, that’s 100,000 short of the 187,000 excess death rate calculated above.

This means “either there is another effect at play which is actually killing more people 18 to 64

than the vaccine is, (unlikely but possible),” Kirsch writes, or “my URF of 41 is underestimating

deaths by a factor of 2.15.” Kirsch is not alone in suspecting the novel COVID shots are the

causative factor for this dramatic rise in excess deaths.

A Government Imposed Health Disaster Looms Large

Dr. Robert Malone addressed OneAmerica’s 2nding in a Substack article, stating:

“AT A MINIMUM, based on my reading, one has to conclude that if this report holds and is

conOrmed by others in the dry world of life insurance actuaries, we have both a huge

human tragedy and a profound public policy failure of the U.S. Government and U.S. HHS

system to serve and protect the citizens that pay for this ‘service.’

IF this holds true, then the genetic vaccines so aggressively promoted have failed, and

the clear federal campaign to prevent early treatment with lifesaving drugs has

contributed to a massive, avoidable loss of life.

AT WORST, this report implies that the federal workplace vaccine mandates have driven

what appears to be a true crime against humanity. Massive loss of life in (presumably)

workers that have been forced to accept a toxic vaccine at higher frequency relative to

the general population of Indiana.”

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in Israel,

also weighed in on the new data:

“So what does this tell us? It tells us that we are potentially in a huge steaming pile of

shit. To be frank. These indications from our friend at the insurance company are simply

that — indications.

If what we are seeing in VAERS, and the other adverse event reporting systems, is the

mere reNection of what is actually going on with regards to injuries, which I presume it is,

then we ain’t seen nothing yet.

And if what is being reported with regards to immune deOciencies associated with these

injections is not simply anecdotal or representative of a small sub-cohort of individuals,

we could be looking at a government-imposed complete health disaster.”

The Defender also reported other studies and data suggesting the COVID shots are causing

massive harm:

“In a September study  described as ‘narrative-shattering,’ Harvard, Tufts and Veterans

Affairs researchers reported that approximately half of hospitalized patients ‘showing up

on COVID-data dashboards in 2021’ had likely been admitted ‘for another reason entirely.’

In Ventura County, California, which is witnessing a startling spike in non-COVID-related

hospitalizations,  nurse whistleblowers argue the vaccines should be one of the Orst

explanations considered. Why else, they ask, would otherwise healthy adults be showing

up in droves with brain bleeds, heart attacks, autoimmune issues and lung abnormalities?

Autopsies  of individuals who died following COVID vaccination reveal shocking

pathological alterations most frequently affecting the heart and lungs but also the brain

and other organs ...

Far from being willing to contemplate the elephant in the room, the Indiana insurance

executive indicated he plans to require all OneAmerica employees to get vaccinated.

Somewhat counterintuitively, the industry’s ability to pass along costs for elevated claims

activity by raising premiums now has analysts rosily predicting the insurance industry is

‘buckled up to accelerate growth in 2022’ ...

On the consumer side of the fence, the picture is far less rosy — for both the

unvaccinated and vaccinated. For example, New York State Assemblyman Patrick Burke

(D-Buffalo) proposed punitive legislation that would permit insurers to deny COVID-

related treatment coverage for individuals who choose not to get vaccinated.

Adding insult to injury, there are also reports of insurance companies imposing premium

increases on employers in counties with low vaccination rates. Meanwhile, many of those

injured by COVID vaccines report  denials of health and disability insurance coverage.”

Same Trend Seen in Many Other States and Countries

As noted by Davidson, OneAmerica is not alone in seeing an unprecedented spike in excess

deaths. It’s also not limited to the United States. The Insurance Regulatory and Development

Authority of India, for example, also reports a 41% rise in death claims in 2021.  That’s near-

identical to the 40% increase reported by OneAmerica.

According to Kirsch, Phoenix, Arizona, is reporting a 100% rise in the death rate among city

employees. In 2021, it was double that of the 10-year average.  “There is clearly something

going on that is not unique to Indiana,” he writes, adding:

“Excess mortality Ogures in Europe  and the UK seem to show younger people are dying

faster than the elderly, and that people 0-14 are dying faster in the second half of 2021 as

compared to the Orst. More evidence showing that the vaccines are killing kids.”

You may recall that at the end of October 2021, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention published a ridiculous “study”  that would have even failed a seventh-grade science

experiment that claimed to show the COVID shot reduced the risk of death from all causes,

including accidents, by 34%.

The CDC can lie up and down all day long and attempt to confuse people with fraudulent studies,

but what they are simply unable to do at this point is to manipulate the death rates. Independent

third-party insurance carriers are now validating the depth of the CDC cover-up and fraud. The

real-world excess deaths we’re now seeing clearly refute the CDC’s attempt to prop up the COVID

jab narrative with manipulated data.

Safety Signal Is Indisputable

As cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough has repeatedly stated, we had a clear safety signal all the

way back in February 2021, and it’s only gotten more pronounced over time. Despite that, not a

single safety review has been conducted, and our health authorities refuse to address the

astronomical death toll.

At this point, anyone who says the COVID shots are “safe and effective,” full stop, immediately

loses all credibility. There’s not a shred of data to suggest either is true. Everything we have

points to these injections being the most lethal drugs ever used in modern medical history.

Perhaps the saddest part of it all is that they’re completely unnecessary. Doctors have identi2ed

several effective treatment options that can slash the COVID death rate by 85% or more. There’s

no medical reason to include the global population in a novel drug experiment. We could have

avoided all these excess deaths by making sure early treatment was given, rather than

exclusively relying on an experimental “vaccine.”

Early Treatment Options

While the overall risk of COVID-19 has been grossly exaggerated, early treatment is key, both for

preventing severe infection and preventing “long-haul COVID.” Here are a few suggestions:

• Oral-nasal decontamination — The virus, especially the Delta variant, replicates rapidly in the

nasal cavity and mouth for three to 2ve days before spreading to the rest of the body, so you

want to strike where it’s most likely to be found right from the start.

Research  has demonstrated that irrigating your nasal passages with 2.5 milliliters of 10%

povidone-iodine (an antimicrobial) and standard saline, twice a day, is an effective remedy.

Another option that was slightly less effective was using a mixture of saline with half a

teaspoon of sodium bicarbonate (an alkalizer). You can also gargle with these to kill viruses

in your mouth and throat. When done routinely, it can be a very effective preventive strategy.

You can 2nd printable treatment guides on TruthForHealth.org.

• Nebulized peroxide — A similar strategy is to use nebulized hydrogen peroxide, diluted with

saline to a 0.1% solution. Both hydrogen peroxide and saline  have antiviral effects. You

can view my previous videos on this on BitChute.

In a May 10, 2021, Orthomolecular Medicine press release,  Dr. Thomas E. Levy — board-

certi2ed in internal medicine and cardiology — discussed the use of this treatment for

COVID-19 speci2cally. Levy has in fact written an entire book on peroxide nebulization called

“Rapid Virus Recovery,” which you can download for free from MedFox Publishing.

• Vitamin D optimization — Research has shown having a vitamin D level above 50 ng/mL

brings the risk of COVID mortality down to near-zero.

• Other key nutraceuticals — Vitamin C, zinc, quercetin and NAC all have scienti2c backing.

• Key drugs — For acute infection, ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine or monoclonal antibodies

can be used. While monoclonal antibodies and hydroxychloroquine must be used early on in

the disease process, ivermectin has been shown to be effective in all stages of the infection.

Doxycycline or azithromycin are typically added as well, to address any secondary bacterial

infection, as well as inhaled budesonide (a steroid). Oral steroids are used on and after the

2fth day for pulmonary weakness and aspirin or NAC can be added to reduce the risk of

clotting.

Full-strength aspirin is also typically recommended, but I believe lumbrokinase and

serrapeptase may be a better, at least safer, alternative, as they help break down and prevent

blood clots naturally.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has 2nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere

else. After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view

any missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion

of proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the 2ght to protect our freedom

of speech and your right to take control of your health.
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nickstubbs
Joined On 7/7/2013 1:57:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When this all this started I was screaming at family and friends to wait until we get some data before taking the jab. Wait at least a

year... no one listened and now it's just myself, my wife, my kids and a couple of friends that are still "clean".  If this article turns out to

be true with regards to deaths etc, I actually fear the real situation is a lot worse.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/11/2022 12:27:07 AM
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband bless him listened like your wife and kids. I only hope we are right, I am pretty sure about it!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/11/2022 12:48:47 AM
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Why Did US Deaths Shoot Up 40% Above Normal Last Year?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

OneAmerica, a national life insurance company based in Indianapolis, reports

working age people (18 to 64) are dying at a rate that is 40% higher than

prepandemic rates

)

There’s also been an uptick in disability claims. Initially, there was a rise in short-term

disability claims, but now most claims are for long-term disabilities

)

Hospitalizations in Indiana are also higher than before the COVID shots were rolled

out in in 2021, and the highest they’ve been in 2ve years

)

The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India also reports a 41% rise in death claims in 2021)

COVID-19 deaths were signi2cantly lower in 2021 than 2020, so COVID-19 can be ruled out as the cause for this historical rise in excess

deaths and disabilities. Right now, the most probable cause is the experimental COVID jabs
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AliceInArbakka
Joined On 8/27/2021 5:40:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Nick; What do we do if these jabs are made mandatory across the board?  Receives unending 2nes and lose our homes?  I

shudder to think. Sarah
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nickstubbs
Joined On 7/7/2013 1:57:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AliceInArbakka, I know, it's worrying but I plan to stand 2rm. I'm prepared to lose everything rather than my family getting sick,

dying or my kids becoming infertile. There are way too many unknowns. Like Doctor Mercola, I'm sure that my online business

got hit hard around 2013/2014 when I was posting like crazy about all this. I've been on it for well over a decade. My main site

used to get 8000 visitors a day and around this time, it dropped to 1,000, then around 200. Maybe related, maybe not but I'm

sticking with it. Stay strong 

💪👊❤
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ghVnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is, I won’t repost on efforts that are taking it to the world court’s; but as I looked at the article a day or two ago, I notice this

article of data that has come in from 145 countries that should solidify and rearrm the insurance data.

www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-10-data-countries-covid-vaccines-associate..  There are two short ~20 min videos that discuss

the data as it compares to lot’s and the overall experimentation and deliberate “kill” scenario. I will repost the link below, watch

video 1 & 2 in the link. It is a sad time to be associated with this human race.

www.activistpost.com/2022/01/will-shocking-discovery-end-covid-coup-no..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I asked for 2023 - when the trials are supposed to be 2nished.   My mom is bullied constantly out in CA - by her best friend.  Every

time we get on the phone, I have to undo the damage this woman has done.  I lost the battle in my house due to the 24/7 news

watcher.  If you turn off the news and go about your life, it's pretty awesome.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many in exactly the same situation nickstubbs.  My wife and son are 2rmly on board with me on staying clean.  I'd never

expect any less from them.  We do run into the occasional person or family or person like us.  More common is those who say

something like "I didn't want it but my wife talked me into it", or "wanted to be sure I could travel".  They sure weren't very

commited to their own health to be so easily swayed.
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nickstubbs
Joined On 7/7/2013 1:57:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steelj - Coercion is almost worse than people taking the jab willingly. It must feel awful to do something you really don't want to

do for the sake of travel, work etc...
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jillalex
Joined On 5/3/2010 4:37:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here, almost the exact situation with us.
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Pat 444
Joined On 11/24/2006 4:26:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Legault announces punishment coming for unva-xxd in Quebec, claiming that hospitalisations have increased, and deaths too.

So, the solution would be more mandates and more forcing an experimental lethal stab:  montreal.ctvnews.ca/video      It's really

evil: Firing unstabbed employees, and instead of helping them with EI, which is denied, yet forcing them to pay taxes punishing

them. It's really disgusting how much evil can be done by govts. And this is Canada, the country of the most respected "human

rights". This is punishing people by torturing them in different ways, step by step: Firing from jobs, and depriving from their

app-ts as a consequence of increasing rents, inIation, with increased food prices, and yet asking taxes for more punishment:

Unbelievable.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if it quacks like a duck, it is a duck - why all this pussyfooting around the notion of what is causing young productive people to die - we

don't need proof - the mad oligarchs don't care about "proofs" - yes,  the insurance agencies see this as a bonanza - with raised

premiums raking in more pro2t - their analysis is not that claims should be revised by eradicating the cause but instead these insurance

product transactioners welcome the high death rate as PROFITABLE - there is no empathy evident in their actions as they intensify the

Mass Murder as GOOD FOR BUSINESS -

what a world  - the materialists run the show and turn everyone into a casualty/ victim for the sake of Mammon - furthermore, they have

no vision of the anti human / anti life context of their actions - this is dog eats dog Capitalism that emotionally has no life but like the

biblical Angel of Death advocates Death and only Death - how can any HUMAN BEING accept this as their meaning of life?? -  here is a

link to John Donne's poem "Death be not Proud"  - www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44107/holy-sonnets-death-be-not-proud
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s been obvious from the beginning of 2019, that all of this was a false Iag event to me. I had no idea of the details at the time,

but lots of things didn’t make sense logically. People have been exposing this entire fraud proof for years, and nothing is being

done about it, further proving that this thing was an agenda pre-planned all along. Order out of chaos….they created this chaos

on purpose, now people need to sit back and analyze their proposed solutions - and then resist them at all costs.  This entire

thing is Satanic, and solid proof that the governments of the world cannot be trusted. Many people realize this already based on

history alone, but What most people

Have failed to see, is that Governments are now manipulating corporations into doing their evil deeds for them. Mainstream

media cannot be trusted. The CIA has been controlling that industry for along time. Facebook, Twitter, and other Big Tech

companies are completely censoring everyone who doesn’t go along with the orcial narrative as well, and all at the hands of the

CIA. Facebook was a CIA creation called “LifeLog” - research it for yourself.

They realized that it would be easier to spy and censor people as a private corporation than a government entity. Some pesky

thing called ‘The Constitution’ made it easier to just let private corporations do the evil deeds instead.  I’m looking around and

clearly seeing that the CIA seems to be the root cause of many of the problems we are facing today, and therefore want to point

out to people that this is really a Vatican Spy and control Agency operating in disguise. Not only should it be shut down (which

will never happen), but all blame for its lawless deeds should be pointed directly back to the Vatican where it belongs.  They are

the head of the snake, and I will celebrate the day that God removes them from the Earth as Revelation 18 prophesy reveals.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Our gov't has been morphed into a Corporate-Gov't beast that depends on who is pushing what. If it is illegal for Corp's to do it,

push it through the gov't channels. If it illegal for the gov't to do it push it through the corp' private sector, if this doesn't work, 2nd

a way to do it through an allied gov't. Penn & Teller playbook, (apologies to Penn & Teller,) look at this, don't look at what we're

really doing. Order Out Of Chaos, cause massive distractions and conIict, then the Predator$ walk down the middle over our

bodies giggling.
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Hi Stan, Here's a video Dr Mike Yeadon has recommended watching, from a German reporter/author:  RECOMMENDED WATCH

BY MIKE YEADON. PAUL SCHREYER - PANDEMIC SIMULATION - www.bitchute.com/.../1RiKoMyboYVp  - focus is on the

pandemic planning process taking place over decades, with sidelines into banking. When you eventually wrap your head around

the scope of this worldwide event, no one voice even attempts to cover the entire picture. Although the H1N1 faked pandemic is

touched upon, he missed several other faked events, most notably in the US.

- - - - - - And in case you missed it, Dr Yeadon has new charts, comparing 10 years of Iu shot reporting data to the 1 year of covid

shots, stunning deviation in safety levels...like nothing ever seen before: "Dr. Mike Yeadon - Evidence for Premeditated Mass

Murder" - www.bitchute.com/.../LpddqLFBy3bV  (Both links are fairly long, information-packed videos.)
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Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM
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This "pandemic" is fraudulent for multiple reasons too, contagion and viruses are frauds, thus the concept is a fraud, the death

rate was too low to be signi2cant, and all the tests for the alleged cause were/are fraudulent because of the 2rst reason. It's

really a plandemic to cause mass formation psychosis, to lead the weak-minded r-types to neo-feudalism, women can more

easily fall into this trap due to Iaws in their mental defences which men don't have, and once turned to the dark-side, they can

become toxic shrews.

The earlier "covid-19" deaths and injuries were probably caused by plant toxins and pollution, preceded by detox attempts we

have long falsely labelled as colds and Iu, and also by systematic (execution) drug murder of old people in 'care' homes. Drugs

won't 2x this and supplements should not be needed if you eat a properly, i.e. a carnivore diet! Each plant toxin can cause

multiple 'diseases', but the root cause is the same.

Many of the subsequent deaths and injuries are directly caused by the fraudulent 'vaccines', which are really toxic genocide

and/or trans-humanism drugs, for shockingly huge, murderous pro2t. Anyone who has had their DNA violated by the very risky

DNA technology, and part of their DNA now matches patented gene sequences (an patenting abomination), may no longer be

legally classi2ed as human, if so, they have no human rights and are patented slave humanoids! The biblical mark of beast is an

internal change, not an external one e.g. DNA violation and injected self-assembling, wireless, Graphene Oxide/Hydroxide

nano-circuitry, blades.
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Stanley: The answer to your question is that no human being can accept this as the meaning of life. The problem is that the

entities perpetrating this crime are not human beings, the entities are corporations. The people running the corporations are

injured humans. They are pathological narcissists who have no empathy. According to standard psychology less than 1% are

pathological narcissists usually because of childhood trauma. The predominance of pathological narcissists as honchos is

because many were raised by narcissists and started with advantages in our hierarchical society.

We learn our humanity from birth in the arms of our caregivers. If you are born into a 30 room mansion with more servants than

non-servants you are nursed, fed, cleaned, clothed and taught by others than your parents. At some point you learn that your

caregivers are not the most important people and there is a psychic rupture. You learn that some are more important than others

and you are among the important. Those others are dispensable and follow orders. They are sub-human and true empathy

towards them is frowned upon. Fake empathy for manipulative purposes you are taught during your childhood.

Expecting the 1% to act rationally and humanely only causes the 99% to hesitate and listen to the 1%. The narcissists know this

and use it to manipulate the 99% by acting human while at the same time controlling the 99% inhumanely. Nothing frightens the

1%, actually 0.00001% the billionaire class, more than the thought that the 99% will awaken and take back their power. The

.00001% know that though old technologies, the noose and guillotine still work. That is why the havens they have created are

hidden in places like Paraguay where the Bush family has 300,000 acres over the Guarani Aquifer, the largest fresh water

reservoir. In charge of everything behind the scenes are the old bankster families. They have no empathy.
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Stanley you may be wrong about the insurance industry; you see, they have to pay out on deaths; again, they are thus also

reporting that they have now LOST 40% of their otherwise paying customers whose family now want the payout. . . . So insurance

may become the canary in the coal mine .... lost paying customers and money to be paid out.
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stanleybecker
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Ray Heath - the sooner God removes these atheists the better

steve - "now you see it and now you don't " -  obfuscation is key to the need to disguise their murderous intent - but the Walking

Dead will always remain oblivious

rose - Mike Yeadon is sincere and earnest - however, the facts have become superIuous as the corn of truth is sealed nail after

nail - so with all this information overload one becomes saturated with the tsunami of damning evidence that Big Brother has put

the 2nal nail into the corn of freedom

thank you for your input Keythong - the main defense against all attempts at DNA modi2cation is to maintain homeostastic

stability through being conscious of what augments health and what destroys health

axker - I liked your description of the development issue that precedes "full blown adult narcissism" -   have often referred to

Snake Gates in these terms - the only son of a patrician family whose father Snake Senior was a Rockefeller appointee of the

Eugenics front organization that sterilized uninformed women at their clinics with the Depo Provera injectable and now generates

cash by keeping aborted fetuses alive and then cannibalizing them for spare body parts - the Snake's mother was the daughter of

a Fed Banker - the delusion of money and power was heavily instilled in this opportunist Czar of World Health who pushes

vaccines as leverage for heavy investment in the vaccine industry - his only medical quali2cation is that he is rich - this is whom

the  Walking Dead place their lives in the hands of

Chris  this is another marker for inIation / hyperinIation - the insurance formula is to actuarily justify premiums - corporate block

employer  insurance must make up the shortfall - they don't care about what the market can bear - if you need insured protection

you will pay the higher premium or they will not pay out - they cannot lose - only the consumer loses
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axkershaw, thank you for saying it far better than I could hope to explain it. It all starts right from the very beginning.
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Stanley, They are not putting abbreviated versions out, not yet anyway. You can skip to the second half of Yeadon's presentation

to realize why he is saying what he is saying, never, ever seen skyrocketing injury numbers like this, curves are crazy high above

the Iu shot reports. This is no longer those earlier charts I saw, with hot lots staggered between vaccn manufacturers. Yes,

overload? Nope, a lot of info got stale in about 3 weeks.

Worse, we are supposedly near the peak of Omicron on the East Coast, so why the heck is Bourla at P2zer promising (today)

mRNA boosters targeted to Omicron by March! It will be mostly over by then, at least in the eastern US. I hinted at this earlier -

things are moving at an every increasing pace, for sure not easy keeping up. Then there's this from Dr McCullough "Case

explosion reveals the folly of vaccn mandates": www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/case-explosion-reveals-the-folly-of-v..
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Ackershaw, your explanation makes sense to me. The narcissistic psychopaths who run faceless corporations are born of the

human race but have lost or never achieved their capacity for humanity or humane treatment of their fellow human beings. ‘The

child is father of the man’ said the poet, which means a child’s experiences, environment, role models and inIuences determine

its personality and behaviour as an adult. We now know so much more about epigenetics which describes how even previous

generations’ life choices and experience may determine the path of the developing child.  

In adulthood, the aphrodisiac of power and control further corrupt the already damaged personality so that ful2lment comes only

through this path and the rest of humanity is expendable or at most used as a means of gaining further control. They are truly

“lost souls” and redemption is unlikely. Your point about the 1% fearing the awakening of the 99% is borne only of a primitive or

atavistic sense of self preservation and depends on subterfuge, deception, brutal suppression and secrecy.  The 99% must be

kept in ignorance or in a sheep like state of obedience to maintain the power structure.
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Keythong: "women can more easily fall into this trap due to Iaws in their mental defences which men don't have, and once turned

to the dark-side, they can become toxic shrews." What a horribly misogynist statement!
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I have tried nebulizing Lugol's Solution 5%, a mix of iodine and potassium iodide, in water.  I used one drop of Lugol's and 30 drops of

normal saline solution in the nebulizer tank.  It seems to be very effective in clearing the lungs and bronchial tubes. I have used 3%

H2O2 too and that is also effective.  I take quercetin, resveratrol, zinc, 2setin, vitamin C, vitamin D3, N acetyl cysteine, and r lipoic acid

plus a plethora of other supplements.  I've found that doing just 2 minutes on my elliptical machine set at maximum resistance (24) and

going at it with all I got, really does the lungs and brain a world of good.
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Dena, Dissolve a cap of NAC in 20ml water...NEBULIZE IT!   ....   www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7649937
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Did you do the H2O2 straight or diluted with saline?.. I am unable to 2nd saline so will just boil salt water and make my own if

need be.Your regimen sounds like mine and I don't have an elliptical but Kettlebell swings do a good job.  ;-)  I've had such

wonderful advice given here over the years and lately about nebulizing. (forbidden healing is a gem of a contributor.) I still have

always questioned what this 'virus' is as I believe viruses are exosomes and not contagious, so it is either 5G being dialed up as

well as something sprayed that is getting into people's lungs hence the body trying to expel.  5G is cleaner, as they cook the

masses and their symptoms of radiation poisoning they claim is a contagion to continue to fear monger, but the chem trail

spraying has been fast & furious. Giving our bodies the tools with proper nutrition and supplements is tantamount.
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chiamiller: here's a link: DR. MERCOLA- NEBULIZED HYDROGEN PEROXIDE - www.bitchute.com/.../QoRi6bu3sMEV  - I make my

own saline starting with distilled water, not wild about purchasing more in plastic bottles. Sourcing for salt? Most supermarket

seasalt now has microplastics included in the mix!
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Okay CNN, NOW you can get hysterical.  [crickets]
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they will ignore this data - their paymasters demand that they do
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Oh now be fair, the crickets are only quiet because they didn't get their Jab/s,
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Hi Darzoum, Crickets everywhere?  Epoch Times is reporting some (East Coast?) hospitals are starting to delineate between

covid patients, as many are going in to hospital for other valid reasons, and subsequently testing positive. Close to 50:50? Here's

a link: www.theepochtimes.com/most-covid-19-patients-in-new-jersey-hospitalize..
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www.howbadismybatch.com/p2zertoxicity.pdf
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Darzoum, Still not clear idea how these mainstream media people will ever live down their lies. What does this portend for news

outlets? AP and Reuters are the primary sources...of misinformation.
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rreal Something tells me that the MSM types care a lot more about $$$$$ than shame.
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Yeah, but they could lose even more of their reader base, making their organization's existence even more questionable...losing

readers' trust is usually a death knell.
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The evidence is very clear and has been for some time and we must take it as a given fact. What concerns me now is establishing the

WHY of the Plandemic (which I am pretty sure I understand) but more importantly HOW we 2ght back and to coin a phrase from the

opposition "Build Back Better" but in our way without jeopardising our values, our health, our homes, and our morals. When even the

Pope calls for people to be vaccinated knowing that aborted fetal cells are used in vaccine research, then we are in a pretty pickle. (And

please don't point out the Vatican involvement in the whole game...) We need a plan, not just data. IDEAS PLEASE. Some of us have

already been discussing this (Almond in particular) but the time for analytics is over and the time for preparation and action is nearing.

Yes, the next few years may look bleak, but if you take the ancient prophecies not all is yet lost. Dr. Mercola your article on Artemesia

Annua is a case in point: we should be focusing on planting herbs and food for instance. Thank you again to you and your team for

facilitating the forum.
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I believe that Dr Mercola has posted info regarding solutions: - Pam Popper, who gives solutions for winning. - Catherine Austin

Fitts who shows ways work around corrupt 2nancial institutions. - Ivor Cummins who showed how South Africa, a developing

country, responded to protect every at risk resident without ineffective shut downs. - Mercola has also encouraged making sure

your local sheriff is one who believes in constitutional rights as this would be the orcial most likely assigned to violate yours by

the powers that be.  And there are others, who really emphasize going local and making the making you live in more resilient And

I did send info to our local Diocese showing that these vaccine were developed using aborted fetal cells, and that there were

viable alternatives.  They had been really pushing vaccines in their bulletins saying it was sel2sh not to get them, but seem to

have scaled back the propaganda quite a bit since I pushed back.   It really is not fun to be a minority viewpoint
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Great ideas, pipblanc and Rosalie. Thank you!
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Thank you for the updates on some of the solutions given. Little acts among millions, if not billions have huge impacts too.

Renewed strategies from the past, think the Great Depression. There are solutions it's 2nding ways to make them big enough in

our own regions to counter the likes of Farmer Bill Gates & Bezo's big buys of valuable lands.
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There is also signi2cant evidence that the injuries and deaths are linked directly to speci2c batch lots of vaccines. This, it has been

claimed, is evidence of intention - a claim which needs to be addressed by the courts.  However, it is clear evidence of extremely poor

quality control by the manufacturers and extremely lax monitoring by regulatory agencies. I suspect there has been ZERO monitoring of

product consistency and quality by corporate or government agencies. The product, irrespective of the government and manufacturers

intentions, is not safe. The monitoring of safety is not effective - it appears these batches are still being used. We have no effective

monitoring of newly produced batches.  This is clearly understood without any effort to measure effectiveness. Effectiveness of the

product is also not monitored by batch. It is clearly needed because of the strong variations in batches.  The evidence is clear, the

production is not safe and not effective, irregardless of intentions of product design.
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What do you expect from a false Iag event? An illusion of one thing, while in reality fraud across the board. People need to be

questioning what their end game is, not whether or not vaccines are safe. Only a really brainwashed/brain dead person would

believe that nonsense at this point.
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Versatile and Ray the 4th - please watch the video of Mike Yeadon's (team or group's) latest analysis, at the link I posted above.

Dr. Mike Yeadon - "Evidence for Premeditated Mass Murder" - these Pharma manufacturers use intense controls to insure

production uniformity. And even if the mRNA was dircult to produce, it does not explain what they are 2nding in reporting.
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Yup Vers...As in "UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE"!!   For now, anyway. This shall not Stand!  The call to stop it Global!
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Evidently there have been lots of saline mixed with the real death jabs, and it is anything but uncontrolled.
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Versatile - Why would they care about product quality safety or consistency ....??? When their intention is to murder people .....

what I 2nd the most horrible they torture them to their death. Like that poor nurse who suffered seven months long shaking

day&night then died. Their products are deliberately mixed and varied - so they image less obvious its effects.
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Even though Scott Davidson is reporting that his company may raise rates for health insurance  In counties where less vaccinations  are

 received, county-by-county, I think what those Insurance actuaries will 2nally do when it's clear this is all vaccine caused is they will

give reductions in Insurance costs to companies and individuals if they can show their employees are less vaccinated. The more

statistics gathered and the clearer the picture becomes, the more de2nitely the actuaries will change the premiums to suit the costs of

providing the insurance. This is not going to end well for the vaxed. Their rates we'll have to go up.
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you are DREAMING stone
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Sorry to have to differ with you Stanley, however actuaries doing their job and allowing their company to reasonably price their

product is the only way these companies can compete. You may be implying that the federal government is going to step in and

make sure insurance companies receive money mostly from the unvaxxed to pay for all services. Yes that is possible if you're

going to have full-blown communism. But if capitalism survives actuaries will look at actual data and the vaxed will have to pay a

higher rate for their insurance if their cases are more costly.
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Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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I agree. I stated above; insurance companies are about the bottom line period.  And a increase in deaths of this magnitude ate

into their pro2t margin.  They are digging let me tell you.....this is not an article than nothing else.  And this rise is being seen in

other states as well.  We cannot let this just lay stil.  Their are talk show hosts speaking on it as well. It is getting out their.
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stoneharbor, Doubt the accuaries can accurately drill down to tell who's been vaxxed or not. They can only read the entire

company or corporation and their recent mandates. Realize the largest US corporations are usually self-insured, therefore

mid-sized companies are more at risk of signi2cantly higher rates, as more of the vaxxed go onto long term disability. Employee

deaths are double-whammy's, as training and experience dies along with the employee. Replacing workers during this tight labor

market is double or triple the cost of the assumed annual salary. A large burden will potentially fall on companies in a panic who

took on risk of dangerous, unproven EUA shots, nevermind upper level managers may have opened themselves up to lawsuits

from survivors. Time will tell.
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I have to agree with "nothing sound," that it's eating into their pro2t margins and the fact they don't like paying out especially when

they're seeing a 40% rise in deaths is all too indicative they want to put out this information to let the world come to the most

logical reason for these deaths. Having to raise rates in an inIationary economy isn't exactly good for business & after a 40%

loss in payouts that isn't factored in for any insurance company to pay when normally it's 10% is a huge loss for them and yet,

depending on the size of the insurance company and how many other income producing assets they own the smaller ones may

not survive. Forgot to add that the biggest insurance companies are invested in and owned by all of the 1% elites. I see this

coming to a screeching halt.
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I'm inclined to agree.  They will have no choice.  And what of life insurance rates?    Things gonna get really, really interesting as

the population plummets.
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Insurance companies don’t generally get their data by county - but they have it by state! I actually produced the reports for my job

for several years! It’s called a “market conduct annual statement” and death claims by state are literally the principal data. I’m not

sure if it’s publicly available (about to look into that), but if we can get it and compare it to the adult vaccination rate by state, we

might have either the best “smoking gun” possible OR strong evidence against our hypothesis (which would still be valuable if we

could 2nd the alternate cause - there’s no way that it’s natural).
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My husband was forced by the Company he works at to get vaccine. Symptoms of indigestion started few days later. His cardiologist

diagnosed him with myocarditis. Which resulted in the urgent heart surgery as a side effect of this vague gene therapy.  He was an

athlete, now he is a sick man. WE tried many times to 2le report with VAERS but it can't be submitted! Ugh The nurse at the Mease

Hospital told to my husband that they are having so many cases like his but doctors are instructed not to count those cases as jab

consequences. Go 2gure and Think for yourself!
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liars and crooks - once they were doctors but times have changed
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You may want to go onto Dr. Bryan Ardis's website and look up his work with Dr. Thomas Levy, intent on turning-off the spikes. Dr

Levy's paper was originally published on Orthomolecular News website.

bio8430 - Got tied up earlier, everything speeded up in the orce!

Here's a link to the Dr Thomas Levy article: "Resolving "Long-Haul COVID" and Vaccine Toxicity: Neutralizing the Spike Protein"

Commentary by Thomas E. Levy, MD, JD - orthomolecular.org/.../v17n15.shtml
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Damn.  This is so painful to read, and I hope he can recover as much as possible and you can get as much justice as possible.
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I am soooo sorry!  Oh my word!!
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I am soooo sorry!  Oh my word!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/11/2022 1:15:43 PM
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jillalex
Joined On 5/3/2010 4:37:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been asking people to 2le reports on VAERS. Any idea why your report can't be submitted? I wonder how many others are

running into the same problem. No wonder Steve Kirsch thinks his VAERS-reporting percentage is low.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I wouldn't have seen it if I hadn't believed it."  Marshall McLuhan.  A fundamental truth.  People are blind unless willing to challenge

their indoctrination and open their minds and think.  Ask questions, have a reference library, and better yet have a plan. Does our

educational system develop critical thinkers or conformists?  Start there.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Incomprehensibility is the greatest cover for a great atrocity

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/11/2022 12:57:07 PM
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Total isolation at the hospital means no Witnesses! You don't want any pesky family members to see what is really happening! It might

look to them as if their family member was actually being killed! And what is going on in nursing homes? Thousands peeled off of the

government Dole day after day. And now the data on younger people, who of course in the 2rst year were barely affected at all. A

dynamic in all of this is that the population is so unhealthy maybe the authorities thought they could add all this into the mix without

anyone noticing. As stated, everyone can understand what being dead means.
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Share this EVERYWHERE you can. rumble.com/vs0lkj-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-update-on-nuremberg-2.0.html
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a long listen, but well worth it.  So they HAVE been mixing in saline batches with the kill shots to attempt to keep the damages

within the bounds of plausible deniability.  But as Dr. Fuellmich indicates, this was rushed, so they made mistakes, and Pandora's

box has been opened too soon.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the state of medicine in much of the country today… “If you would like to schedule a medical appointment, please press one…

 oprima numero uno.  You are a valued customer.  Please hold for the next available operator.” You can easily get thru if you want info

about covid or to schedule an appt for a shot, though. I had a minor accident and needed brief medical care.  I started dialing at 9:31

a.m..  At 10:06, I was still working my way thru the phone tree and holding for a live person.  All I can say is that I am happy I was not

bleeding to death or having a heart attack.  Getting seen in ER, a couple decades ago used to take at least 5 hours on a good day.  I did

not even consider that because ER is expensive, not helpful, a long wait and they mixed my medical records up with my mother-in-law’s,

showing I have had a heart attack.

Ring-ring.  “I am sorry, but I have to ask you these (totally irrelevant) questions. It is our standard procedure.” “I can get you an

appointment with your assigned doctor 4 days from now.”  (This is the response for an urgent medical need?) “If you want to travel to

another town (roads blocked due to weather), I can get you in at the end of the day tomorrow.  No, that won’t work either.  You will have

to go to urgent care.”  (I tried to tell you that in the 2rst place.) Urgent care is 2rst come.  OK, now the wallet-ectomy is completed.  It

takes more time than I will spend being seen by a doctor.  By 1:49 p.m., I am checked in and in the que.  The waiting room is full and

there is a line of patients at least 100 ft. long trailing outside the orce and down the corridor in this large medical complex.  I calculate

that each patient ahead of me will prob see the doctor for about 5 minutes.  (One man was in and out in 2 minutes.)
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am told there will be a wait time of about 3 ½ to 4 hours.  Since I 2nally have an appointment, I leave to do some shopping.  I

also stop at a free little lending library to pick up a book.  I stop at a store to make a purchase, attempting to hand it to the sales

person.  The clerk backs up and says she cannot take it from my hands, that I must set it down 2rst.  (Why?  How does that

work?)  Store policy. I return sometime about 3:30 p.m..  A man ahead of me says he has been waiting to see a doctor since 10

a.m..  He will wait at least another hour.  The building is 2lled with waiting patients and the children are very well-behaved,

wearing their little masks.  I wonder whether they are actually comatosed due to lack of oxygen.

I wonder how there can be so many people and rarely a person needing to use the bathroom.  There are 2 single-seater

bathrooms for all the medical orces and patients being seen on this Ioor of the building.  Drinking fountains are covered up and

not in use.  There is no water for the children and sick people who have been waiting for hours.  Occasionally, I see a person that

has found a can of soda from who-knows-where.  This is a sick-care system, not a health-care system.

I alternate between sitting on a chair, on the Ioor, standing and curling up in a dark niche among the plants, waiting for my name

to be called instead of pushing ahead in line, closer together, like some people do.cI am the only person wearing a clear face

shield instead of a mask.  Even so, it makes my face sweat.  I was once forbidden to enter the building with a face shield, but

there is no longer a crochety matron checking people as they enter.  People are burned out by now and only going thru the

motions of wearing a mask. I see a man wearing a mask only over his chin.  I wear the shield when I must because I need to

breathe.  I smile at people which seems to make them happy.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are so many sick people coughing.  One man says his elementary school age daughter tested positive for covid.  It has

been very dircult to keep her in her bedroom, alone, for 2 weeks, isolated from the rest of the family—she does not have

symptoms or appear sick.  Someone asks if the girl was vaxinated and the father replies, “no”. End of conversation.  If I would

not have been accused of eavesdropping on their conversation, I would have told him he deserved a good-parenting award.  Prob

the only thing wrong was a false positive result from a faulty and worthless test.  For that she missed 2 weeks of school—and

how many more times will this happen to her?

Before supper time, I call my husband to say I am still at the doctor’s orce and do not know when I will get home. Finally, some

time after 6 p.m., I am shown into an exam room.  I 2gure, I might as well make good use of my appointment time, so, while I am

there for another concern, I ask the doctor to write up a letter stating why I must be exempted from vaxination.  (He says only my

assigned doctor can write such a letter.  I tell him my assigned doctor does not seem to be available to see me.  Apparently, not

his problem.)  I show him documentation of my allergy to ingredients—the FDA says such people like me should not be vaxed.

 Bureaucrats say we should all be jabbed.  He is unwilling to put anything in writing and is perhaps frightened by my request.  In

other ways, I 2nd he is very thorough and patient, though.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do bureaucrats understand the cost and frustration caused by states who pride themselves of being in the forefront of socialized

medicine and denying people and practitioners free market contracting among themselves?  What does it cost a worker to lose a

day’s wages for the convenience and pro2t of  the bureaucracy?  How much does the employer lose when an employee needs so

much time off?  How much erciency is lost when key employees are not at work?  Patients of all ethnicities, income brackets

and political persuasions standing in the hallway around me agreed that the medical system had become dysfunctional.  Not a

single person defended a socialized medical system of any sort.  Everyone agreed that it functions poorly. The End.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May I echo your frustration and irritation in dealing with G-- D--- robots! Closed loop exercise in maddening dead ends. Press this

if you want that, is your problem such & so, while usually nothing on their list remotely relates to what is needed. If by chance you

actually get a human being more often than not, they know less or nothing what I'm calling about. Then just as often you'll get

some poor shmuck most likely being paid 2sh heads & rice trying to feed their families, struggling with English. Then the all-time

favorite they send you endless series of oh that number has changed, call this. This turns out to be come-ons to buy some of

their $^*%, to only keep getting new numbers & products. (Went through this trying to shut down services for a family member.)

Service? The customer is always right? Not so much. Open your wallet, resistance is futile, you will be assimilated, all will be

digital, reality doesn't exist anymore. Only the digital.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, an amazing story. Here on the East Coast, we make an urgent care appt over the phone, and drive into their parking lot in

reserved spaces 15 minutes ahead of schedule, wait in the car until we are called to enter building. When initially visited to

con2rm I was completely covid-recovered, tested with mobile cart outdoors under a small entrance portico not to bring any thing

indoors. Was cleared, avoiding any questionable hospital waiting room...never used urgent care waiting area, never sat down

except in exam room (second exposure to another seasonal virus), never lingered. Its sophisticated planning: using upgraded

nursing call center protocols and phone systems. Call these people back and complain about lousy anticipation of needs. (This

urgent care protocol is common in mid-Atlantic - scheduled visit, initial questions by phone, arrive and wait in car, nursing staff

runs it and keeps it moving.)
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Almond, the medical establishment is totally useless today. I thought it was useless in 1995. I had no idea how much

worse/useless it could get, but WOW! Seriously, you are better off not going to a doctor's orce. If you weren't sick before you

saw the doctor you will be after you see the doctor. Just walk away from the medical system!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would death rates raise 40%? Because "We" are busy saving lives from Covid & are not supposed to worry about the Cure being

worse than the dis-ease. If the memory is working isn't the taxpayer on the hook to pay for all Jab/s whether they are used or not? Isn't

the taxpayer on hook for liability's because of the outrageous shut down of studies? Studies the FDA (protecting P2zer?) is trying to

stall the release of their information...while we had operation Warp, (absolutely nutters, mental,) they say to be proven affective Jab/s,

all those involved claim it will take 75 years to slow time release said same information to comply with a Freedom of Information Act

2led on all. Does this mean P2zer/Gates/Fauci will still get enormous royalties from not only unnecessary Jab/s given, but also for

stockpiles of even more useless Jab/s? If the Predator$ get their way maybe they can hide the deaths...they'll be so damn many & just

taking care of the carnage will shut down the bookkeeping.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Taxes are a complete and total myth. The government 2nances whatever it wants, whenever it wants to. The idea of taxes like

everything is about control. It's not so much that billionaires don't have to pay taxes, literally no one does! Way back before States

imposed taxes they just did whatever they wanted to by subjugating the people. In a weird way that is where it feels like we are

headed again! The idea of Taxes arose mainly for the state to legitimize whatever currency was the most popular within their

territory. Some people doubted whether the currency was valid. By imposing taxes it let the people know, yes this currency is for

Real. Then I am sure the state got used to the idea, almost like it conditioned itself. One of the big tells right now is that the

government is 2nancing so much and there isn't much talk about taxation. It is hard to tell their endgame exactly, but everything

is being trashed for sure!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes the 2nancial system is not remotely what most think it is, and most have had little reason to think about it. Taxes are only

part of the equation, credit, loans are just another way for the Central Banks to bring the money back to them. Credit, loans just

make it direct without bothering to 2lter it through gov't. Depending on the need credit or taxes, maybe both are engaged. It's all a

maze not meant to be understood by day-to-day people.
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When the authorities control the resources of a land and subjugate all of its people and have the capacity to use brute force at

will that is the true underlying dynamic of power. All forms of money and represented wealth is yet another Bugaboo to keep

people distracted and confused, and of course hating each other!
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juststeve
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This just in, awww, you're picking on me & it's not fair, do what you've been told to do, harass the UnJabbed! Fauci whining about

Rand Paul bringing up truth revealed in just the 2rst pages few FOI documents how Fraudci & Collins destroyed those who

offered early intervention treatments. www.msn.com/en-us/news/other/fauci-to-paul-you-re-distorting-everythin..  And yet also

just dropped - www.yahoo.com/news/breaking-news-gop-oversight-cmte-161200836.html  Awww, Fauci, do as I say, not as I do,

& been doing for all of forty years.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Washington State internment proposed for unvaxinated.vWashington Bill, If Approved, Will Authorize 'Strike Force' To Send

Unvaccinated To COVID 'Internment Camps' www.christianitydaily.com/articles/14545/20220110/washington-bill-if-a..   Governor

Inslee was a notoriously unsuccessful candidate for president.

www.nbcrightnow.com/news/washington-board-of-health-says-they-will-not..   My concern is for the future.  We may or may not expect

goodwill from dept of health employees at this time.  However, at some future point in time, it may be only the words on paper that

matter. Obviously, Washington is one of the states with an overreaching state government. In many ways.
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Washington State has full blown tyranny.  Fear, control, & coercion - full tilt.  In October - 2021 - 2red the WSU football coach and

four assistants.   Jabbed employees are paying the price. A Tri-Cities professor, wine business expert dies unexpectedly during

winter break   www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jan/04/a-tri-cities-professor-wine-busi..
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So after knowing all this, CEO Scott Davidson is going to violate the Nuremberg Code, US law, and common sense.  Wow.  Just wow.  I

understand greed, brainwashing, ignorance, even 'eugenics for the (false) greater good', but killing off and maiming your own people

FOR WHAT? ...is a special kind of disconnect.
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Joined On 2/26/2017 10:38:33 AM
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The actuarial  data is in, and it supports the medical data. The Covid jab is a kill shot. Fauci has known this, but he will deny it. In any

case, to coerce snyone into getting the jab is unconscionable at best, and may well be criminal.
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Joined On 5/12/2010 11:38:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of these deaths happen in hospitals, so hospitals have become "extermination camps". The bioweapon is a combination of drugs

(including vaccines) and 5G, most of the drugs are administered willy-nilly (they just following orders). You will always 2nd 5G aerials

on the roof of a hospital or close by.
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Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And here I was virtually patting the CEO on the back for reporting the 40% deaths, UNTIL he decided to force HIS employee's to get the

death jab, the clot shot, you know the one. WHY in the WORLD would he do that AFTER he 2gured out what was happening? Did I read

this wrong? This is the 3rd time I've seen this story and I thought he 2gured it out.
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Joined On 4/12/2007 9:00:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for your great good health advices, and selIess scienti2c information, in order to help those interested in true

health. May the Lord continue to enlighten you through the years so the global population may bene2t from it. Happy and Healthy New

Year!
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Mojo88
Joined On 1/11/2022 9:52:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gotta love Dr Mercola. The big players and main stream media lost my trust when they started changing de2nitions ("vaccine" and "gain

of function"), and most especially when they started ignoring natural immunity, still mandating jabs for people with natural antibodies.

That truly speaks volumes that something else is going on here.
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This goes hand in hand with the 64 yo woman who died at the house next door to my GF, she dropped dead in her driveway - I believe

she told us she was two months past double vax, no booster.  She had no preexisting conditions - which is very disturbing - all of it.  I

don't watch the news , so I pretty much live "IRL" and observe. This woman's group I joined, I almost didn't because some of their views

aren't exactly what my views are - since I am of the opinion no gov't can be trusted because our gov't is not for the people by the people

and can be easily bought and make it their life's career along with special bene2ts they vote on that most of America don't even have

access to.  It's stupid to have leadership that ignores the very foundation our country was founded upon - but it feeds the WEF machine

that wants to take over, so here we are.  We have arrived at this moment.
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that wants to take over, so here we are.  We have arrived at this moment.

In the woman's group, we bring up people who need help.  In the past it's usually family stuff and a cancer here and there.  Lately, each

week, literally every one of the 17 women have someone in crisis, a child damaged, someone who became paralyzed, someone who

died, it's every week.  So - I've been a part of this group now for 2 years, maybe 3.  Not a whole long time.  But I ask questions, is there

any other time period you've seen something like this?  NO.  These nurses (three of them) are in their 60's and wanting to retire but are

in desperate need right now - two are unjabbed and the infectious disease nurse who is injured won't be getting any more shots - and I

can't wait to talk to her about what Judy Mikovits said with suramin. I was looking at the hoax alert for suramin.  That's what MSM has

done to the 24/7 news watchers, by the way - they won't even look inside, they'll see fact check, or a name, and they'll shut down and

won't even listen.  It's not a mistake I don't trust gov't.  I always look to see when I see smoke.  And usually - yes, it's before the 2re.
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Maybe we should send this information to Sotomayer.  Her unbelievable bravado of lies is astounding.
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micuda
Joined On 11/12/2010 7:49:49 AM
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next step for the masses is the acceptance of having been fooled then shutting up
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Yeah, along with pretending they didn't really take part in the charade, they "knew it all along", and not acknowledging that we

were right all along. Not that we should be seeking kudos or acknowledgement for being right, but after all the self righteous

insanity, sick virtue signaling and B.S. that's been spewing from them for two years, I'd like to see them eat an entire humble pie,

PUBLICLY, as we shove it down their throats.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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The UK followed this report with one on 12 to 17 year olds in the UK; deaths are up 46 percent in this age bracket.  One truly has to

understand how stable the death rate is....to see this type of rise with no clear reason except the jab....and now I wonder what is the

death rate for our 12 to 17 year olds who do not have life insurance for the most part or disability....Will the insurance companies be

silenced?  I don’t think so ...for them the bottom line is everything.  And this rise will shoot up the cost for life and disability insurance

for they were not ready for this.
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So much hate everywhere. The vaccinated have turned evil. I think this poison they've been injected with has corrupted their hearts and

minds. How is it that they can still blame the unvaccinated for the spread of this virus. With so many vaccinated getting sick and

hospitalized, stupid doctors and media here in Ontario Canada are insisting its the unvaccinated occupying the hospital beds and icu. I

DONT UNDERSTAND. How can their lies be believed. What is wrong with people; they've turned into zombies. 2nes are coming. Already

BC and Quebec are going to 2ne the unvaccinated. So unfair. What is happening to our rights. How dare they force us to jeopardize our

health. Who the F are they! They need to be stopped, this is not right. Never ever would I have believed this garbage to happen at this

time in history. People need to wake up and see..they need to see
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TYPO, PLEASE FIX / Sheep-Parents / THANK YOU Dr Mercola! I believe it’s Scott Davison not Scott Davidson (no 2nd “d”).

TheCenterSquare.com wrote it correctly. Other sources (ex: WLFI.com) are incorrect. In both, Davison blames death increases on Covid.

In TheCenterSquare, Davison states, “…unfortunately, the average Hoosiers’ health has declined during the pandemic.” WLFI.com

reports Davison said, “Whether it's long COVID or…because people haven't been able to get the health care they need because the

hospitals are overwhelmed. We are seeing those claims start to tick up as well."

OPEN your eyes! People who know someone injured or dead after the vax—but noooo, it wasn’t the vax! The injured/relatives believe

they/their loved ones had a pre-existing condition! They believe this about ALL injury and death stories.  THOUSANDS of kids now with

myocarditis had pre-existing heart problems, were going to get myocarditis anyway? I’m appalled by parents frantically seeking vax

clinics for young kids. I didn’t know better when my kids were born. I questioned myself but not the doctors about getting the Hep vax.

But soon, I began researching each vax, starting with the Iu. We opt out of anything not mandated by school. Our pediatrician used to

be aggressive about it. Now she knows what to expect. She can be a little sarcastic, but she’s not bully. She doesn’t coerce my teens

when I’m not in the room. Thank God for Dr Mercola. My vaxxed mom believed in him until the Disinformation campaign.

She still takes the multitude of vitamins I buy for her and my dad. I remind her about how no one in our pediatrician’s orce knew

anything about leaching plastic when I broached them more than a decade ago. GMOs. Raw milk. Fluoride. Organic food. The list is

long, right? Dr Mercola has been at the forefront of MANY issues, informing, supporting us with details, data. I thank Dr Bill Trevens at

tschiro.com for handing me a piece of paper ~16 years ago that said, “mercola.com.”
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One would expect immediate action  from congress given the astonishing increase.  Not a thing.  Who is working for the people?

Nobody in power obviously.
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I have long had the tag line, "We are slaves to the corporations and the government is the overseer."  I also say "Central banks are

the central problem." Let me put it together: We are slaves to the corporations and the government is the overseer for the central

bankers. Those are conclusions. They are something to swing at the nonsense. I hold that we are slaves, really. I hold the

masters are the central bankers with their corporations and I hold the government in no way is concerned about our general

welfare as given as mission in the Preamble of the Constitution. The government is completely and totally illegitimate and they

are in fact our overseers.

Reality v Mythland is what I call the informational war accompanying the depopulation/survival war (Mr. Global v Humanity)

Mr.Global comes from CAF. The governing thought of "Safe and effective" is the governing thought from Mr. Global and he has

Mythland Media and his captured government put it everywhere. The governing thought of Reality is "They are trying to kill us"

which seems pretty appropriate when THEY are trying to kill us." Our message has no optics.

Everything we see is pretty much a creation in support of our enslavement. Humanity needs to create things in support of

liberation. I think it an excellent idea to print on index cards or a piece of paper to give optics to "THEY are trying to kill us." "100%

safe and effective" is presently clown show material now that humanity is determining how many hundreds of millions will die in

short order.

We need everyone to see this as a depopulation agenda to limit violence.  "THEY are trying to kill us." needs optics- pins,

bumperstickers, cards, paper, soap on mirrors, on dirty cars.- to limit the violence needed to stop the death-by-injection program.

Think of the prisoners. We Are Ruled: W.A.R. ------ Dr. David Martin: Who “They” Are, “The Names and Faces” --

www.algora.com/Algora_blog/2021/11/20/dr-david-martin-who-they-are-the..
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I assume this is a typo: "Covid-19 deaths were signi2cantly lower in 2021 than 2020". Roughly 100,000 more people died of Covid19 in

2021 than 2020 and there was no vaccines in 2020. The largest surge of deaths occurred the 2rst 6 weeks following the covid19

vaccine rollout between Dec 15th, 2020 and Jan 31st, 2021.
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Yes Arlen! I'm perplexed actually that Dr. Mercola made that statement and no one has said anything about. Dr. Rand Paul brings

this up at EVERY press conference and every Senate committee meeting he attends. He makes it very clear that more people

have died from Covid-19 under Biden than they did under Trump. According to Worldometers.com, 477,319 people died from

Covid-19 in 2021. Only 370,776 died from covid-19 in 2020. You could argue that the pandemic was only 10 months in 2020. So,

if you average the monthly death rate for 2020 using only months March through December you get 37,078 deaths per month.

Multiply that by 12 (months) and you get 444,931 deaths for 2020. That's LESS THAN 477,319 no matter how you do the math.
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Just going straight by the total number of deaths and no fuzzy math, 106,543 more people died from Covid-19 in 2020 than

2021. I can tell everyone WHY that is the case. These are people that died from the vaccine and their deaths were labeled as

Covid-19. It started in the nursing homes. They began inoculating all the nursing home residents in mid-Dec 2020. Immediately,

residents began dying. All of those deaths were labeled covid-19 deaths.

One nursing home in Auburn, NY had made it through the entire year of 2020 without a single death from covid-19. Then on

Dec-29th they had their 2rst death and it was labeled a covid-19 death. By the end of January 2021 they had 43 deaths and all

were labeled as Covid-19 deaths. Not a single death was investigated for vaccine injury/death or if maybe they did get Covid-19

and the vaccine CAUSED the infection. No investigation into these deaths means COVERUP!! Of course, this example came from

the state of New York where the governor there was purposely trying to infect the nursing home population with covid-19. You

can't make this up! Why is he not in PRISON??
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One more thing that contributed to the excess deaths in 2021 is Remdesivir! At the beginning of the pandemic in 2020 we

basically had nothing to treat infected people with except OTC meds and supplements. The massive increase in deaths began as

soon as they started putting people on respirators and injecting them with remdesivir. This didn't get into full speed across the

USA until about 4 months into the pandemic. So, 2020 only had about 6 months of ventilator/remdesivir use while 2021 had 12

full months of this protocol.
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Dr. Mercola is the hero for the ages. Thank you!  He and colleagues unstintingly bring to light Truth that Big Pharma/special interests

and lamestream media cover up. Thanks Top Posters for your intelligent commentary.
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The elephant in the room is; the 40% death increase is due to individuals who are vaXXXcinated.
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Oh - don't go looking for elephants, the more I 2nd, the more I wonder where to put them!!! lol  ..this narrative is chocked full of

them.
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I work with a bunch of ignorant libtards that ALL got the jabs AND boosters, and they have ALL gotten sick or are sick right now. I

am one of three people in my whole department not inoculated and NEVER WILL BE! 1776 coming.
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More proof the medical intervention product "approval" & "regulation" system is Iawed, broken, corrupted, & controlled by $$$ &

criminal agendas: "In 2019: 7 out of 10 (67,754, or 70.2%) adverse reactions reported to Health Canada were of a serious nature".

"(Only) 1% were voluntary reports by the general population". Since reporting of "C-19" is so corrupted, real current data, inclusive of

"C-19" data, will never be known (plausible deniability). "In 2019 (alone), Health Canada received reports of: a) 162 pharmaceutical drug

recalls - 32% will probably cause serious adverse health effects or death. 36% may cause temporary adverse health consequences or

the possibility of serious adverse health effects; 32% not likely to cause any adverse health effects.

b) 32 natural health product recalls c) 822 medical device recalls" The above stats are the 'voluntary' recalls reported to Health Canada

by the manufacturers, indicating that these products were previously "approved".

www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-health-products/reports-..  It should be alarming that all pharmaceutical products,

including "C-19 vaxes", are granted "marketing authorization" based on "promising evidence..." Again, no empirical proof required.

Here is the quote: "A Notice of Compliance with Conditions (NOC/c) is a form of market authorization with conditions (?) granted to a

product on the basis of promising evidence of clinical effectiveness following review of the submission by Health Canada."  Health

Canada's drug approval board consists of 45 reviewers, for which 32 work for pharmaceutical companies. Furthermore, Canada's Chief

Public Health Orcer, Tam, is a WHO adviser & serves on WHO committees. She's been involved in "pandemic activities" since 2003.

ConIicts of interest obviously are no longer determined to be "illegal" or unethical, but are touted to be "in the public interest!"
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you,Dr Mercola, for continuing to inform, educate and provide the treatment resources for health care.
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You think peasant insurance will help the bottom line  ? I think we've surpassed the Nuremberg code...suggestions? The bible's right,

they will make merchandise of us.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

There is hope for those watching & ready.  Do not despair.  That's Revelation 18 KJB.  We may suffer terribly in the meantime, &

we won't know the exact timing, but sure can see the leaves budding out, & we'll not face anything after Revelation 4 and until

Revelation 19-20 KJB, and NEVER the second & eternal death.  We face only the possibility of the 2rst death & our citizenship is

already exchanged to the eternal & enduring which will never fade away.  Read Christ's parables about the kingdoms & take heart.

 Just beware of fake 'salvations' as the crisis-makers play their games & herd the masses.  It says 'causes' in Rev 13 ...not forces,

& those who know the preserved word won't fall for the self-made Christ who is not the true, living & eternal God; or for the craft

of men & devils.  This smells to high heaven of Reset 1 or 2....1 obvious, the other the supposed 'salvation' from IT.   It's too

obvious.  Anyways, blessed are they who keep the word.  John 15 & 17; Luke 11:28 KJB
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To make it worse, some insurance companies are not paying out death bene2ts because the vaccinated are dying of "experimental

treatment" - speci2cally denied in their policy.
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You missed a lot of the interview with the One America Exec.  He explained away the uptick in deaths and noted that they are now

imposing mandatory vaccinations for all of their employees.  84% of the employees are already vaccinated.   And, if the 16% leave due

to their recent mandate--One America will have a labor shortage.
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No one can know how old the universe is.
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Please tell me that covid concentration camps have NOT been activated in America - because of a vax that is not a vax that is not safe

and effective... please tell me Brighteon is handing out fake news :(
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Joined On 2/15/2021 8:20:40 PM
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I hate to be the bringer of bad news but I understand in California they getting ready to implement this asap. I live in New York

and the internment camp aka concentration camp bill is on the table.  If you want to look for the bill in New York it's A.416. It will

give our governor the power to put anyone she deems a health risk in these camps.
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Myw2616 - I'm thinking it's time to band together like nobody's business!  There are a lot of us - a whole lot of us!
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For a healthy individual like myself, even Health Insurance through a large company just isn't worth it.  As a single healthy man, my

insurance premium is about $400 per month, and the deductible is $5000 per year.  That's about 10k per year before any bene2t.

I'm dumping my health care plan, the cost/bene2t ratio is just not there.  I just 2nished my annual physical, everything is 2ne, blood is

great, not on any meds.

Why Is the FDA Hiding the
PZzer Vaccine Data?
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Today, it just makes sense if you are healthy to 2nd a real doctor, they must be an independent because all corporate doctors have to

follow CDC protocols and we all know Big Pharma runs the CDC and FDA.

I'm tired of paying for sick people who don't take care of themselves and I'm tired of paying more to cover all the COVID expenses, and

I'm tired of paying for illegals to have 100% free insurance while we bust our asses to pay our premiums.  

Bottom Line, Health Care premiums are not worth the Risk To Reward bene2t, I'm out and when it's time for Medicare, I won't pay for any

supplement program there either, it's the same thing there.
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sonny08
Joined On 12/21/2009 11:03:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Proven that the Bio Jab does not prevent C 19 , but will cause poor health in one's future at the 18 - 2 year mark.  A wise man told me "

I'd give my entire fortune of 6.5 Billion if I could have my health "  That man was Al Lerner a Cleveland Business Owner and Owner of the

Browns.  SO DO NOT TAKE THAT JAB!
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mlopez414outlook.com
Joined On 1/11/2022 3:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can anyone explain to me the signi2cance of Covid 19 not coming from any derivation of SARS COV 2.  We can 2nd InIuenza A and

some InIuenza B but no SARS COV2   mlopez414@outlook.com  Thanks
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jasper462000
Joined On 7/26/2018 8:28:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccines have an insidious way of bringing any underlying health problems to the surface. In some ways it exacerbates it to such

an extent that these conditions which the person may have not known they even had will kill them. Vaccine manufacturers probably

knew this but proceeded anyway. It was collateral damage they were willing to accept.
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, it was not collateral damage - it was planned and made that way. Because on this way they could say:  “how do you mean we

did it with the jab when everybody has different problems and at different times??? Obviously you are wrong, we did nothing.“

There was an ugetube video last June July which explained all these and more, showed a type of parasite in it - the graphene

oxide in it - which since turned out to be graphene hydroxide -  thanks to poor dr. Noack who got murdered for this information.
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tladyblue
Joined On 1/8/2021 8:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buried into many pages of a 'popular' search engine:www.nature.com/.../s41564-021-01041-4
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No matter where you look, the covid-recovered and unvaxxed are never, ever charted, followed, written about. The denial of

natural immunity obviates most tech papers, geared towards Big Pharma and their vaxxn protocols. No money to be made from

natural immunity.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was reading this interesting little tidbit when searching for Joe Rogan's clip (pulled down because YouTube didn't like people watching

it, apparently) -  thecovidworld.com/what-robert-malone-could-not-tell-joe-rogan  what shocked me was the chart.  By 2025 we'll be

down by 100,000,000 in the US (as predicted when?  In 2017?) Say what? ** listening and following rabbit trails off the 3 hour interview -

if you look at the smear campaign Dr. Malone is going through, oh my word!  Now - think about what you'll see if you, say, go to look him

up out of curiosity because your anti-vax friend is adamant you need to check him out.  You won't!  One article says he's GONE FULL

ANTIVACCINE CONSPIRACIST. All you have to do is listen to him for a minute and you get his integrity.  Absurd!
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is what COVID was created to do and many who knew will pretend to be surprised.
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the emperors may have overcooked their goose. Despite the frantic 2ngers, the water is drip dripping through the hole in the

dike. My advice to professionals is to get over onto the right side of history if you are not already there. It's getting ludicrous now. A

British citizen  who has lived in South Africa for 11 years got a message on the UK tracking app to say they had been in contact with a

Covid case and not to worry, they don't need to quarantine (oh thanks for that) however they do need to get tested daily for the next 5

days. So are they tracking in other countries now or are they just chancing their arms carpet bombing the population to stoke fear?

Whatever, some of us were not born yesterday.
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memeKnight1
Joined On 11/14/2011 7:03:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since many of the deaths caused by the toxins are not insured and counted by the insurance companies, what might the REAL numbers

be?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We've been discussing this, & M. Yeadon's latest information. The spin it's getting 'left' & 'right', all antichrist LCD altered when 'Christian'

is permitted for propaganda purposes. We believe there is no diff between government& corporatism...a true push-me-pull-you critter.

During the Depression, life insurance was still sound& saved some middle class bacon....but they're gonna crash it, too, this time.

Probably milking&gaming it like they're doing the market 1st.

During the Depression folks were still pretty historically, biblically& 2nancially literate...1 Bible, Constitutionally literate... & were

connecting some dots w/ 1913 &events leading up to it, tho the carnage of WW's I & II & more were great 'distractors' keeping people

busy w/ seemingly unrelated matters/protests. You gotta hand it to the Craft& their ma$ter: they do learn & leave no stone unturned,

&they are psych-manipulators par excellence.  So they're calling it covid for the guaranteed monies in hospital treatment, but then

coding the death certi2cates w/o noting it or vaccine status apparently.  Another way to aid the crash& transfer along to the planned

solution of no middle class, & a smaller peasantry.

They've pretty much succeeded changing all the Bibles other than the KJB over to the ecumenical merely human 'Christ' who is

mergeable w/anything men& devils make up,& the deception is far advanced. We're looking for a potential falsi2ed endtime event

'saving' the world from the so obviously weaponized jab, in xchange for that step in the 3 steps forward 2 steps back march of tyranny.

Those who may fake a catching away/alien event have done conditioning, too. LaHaye/Schimmel/fake KJB Andersnake. The real 1

likely won't even be noticed in the blood, bluster& pridefest of 1 Thess 5 'peace&  safety' (UN &new version'security')&delusion of 2

Thess 2. Those who doggedly seek the truth will 2nd which is the preserved, but it's sure better to do it now, than going in to these

things blind.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I KNOW this is all a charade but doesn't this 2t their narrative? "OneAmerica, a national life insurance company based in Indianapolis,

reports working age people (18 to 64) are dying at a rate that is 40% higher than prepandemic rates" So if people are dying at a rate that

is 40% higher than PRE"pandemic" (there is NO pandemic IMHO), they can falsely claim that there actually is a "pandemic" because

death rates are up 40%.
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Canadagal
Joined On 3/12/2020 9:28:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting that mainstream media has been bashed for continuous fear mongering (generally rightly so), yet what I’m seeing here is

beginning to look strangely the same. Let’s look for more positivity and constructive ways to move through this in 2022.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Full-strength aspirin is also typically recommended, but I believe lumbrokinase and serrapeptase may be a better, at least safer,

alternative, as they help break down and prevent blood clots naturally". Can anyone guess the recommended dosages for these

products to break up the clots associated with covid? Or simply use the dosage on the label?
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've used these for a few years just for general health and an enzyme therapist friend of mine advised, when I had a UTI, to take 4

on empty stomach 3 times per day.  Took care of situation in two days ..BUT, generally, follow instructions but double it.  I do

serrapeptase at one dose and nattokinase the other..or, one day one or the other twice per day.  The serrapeptase is preferably

120,000.   miracle supplement.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks chiamiller...it's hard to know dosage when we are basically self medicating. Too bad our MDS have no clue how to

prescribe and advise on natural therapeutics. Can be very frustrating!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This hardly comes as a surprise.  Thinking about the best ways to position myself in a society with a plummeting population of mostly

very sick people.  One thing is for certain: there will be a great demand and low supply of healthy people with skills.
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Callie Dorah
Joined On 10/23/2007 5:01:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could this rise in deaths of people under 64 be due to hospitals across the USA having to turn away people with non-Covid ailments for

nearly a year and half, further prolonging their ailments leading to deaths due to being untreated.  If I had a life threatening ailment I

certainly would be hesitant to go to a hospital. Then add to all this the 10s of 1000s of nurses & other hospital medical staff leaving the

profession in droves due to burn out, being stuck in Covid wards 24 hours watching people die.  Then add our country's "pay-for-pro2t"

health care system, then add 100s of small hospitals in rural areas that have closed in last few years due to stranglehold of for pro2t

"insurance companies".  Or can some of this also being environmental factors due to climate change, growing holes in ozone layer =

less oxygen, clean air to breathe???
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Climate change...2rst they called it 'global cooling' and then 'warming'....check the data & history.  The Club of Rome invented the

current form because they needed a 'common enemy' to unite the world around, then began 'educating' the young towards that

idea.  CRT is related by erasing inconvenient history showing universal sin amongst all people, & what they wanted to promote &

effect politically.  Think Sotomayer and her comments on 'disappearing' constitutional understanding....they apply that across the

board.

Meanwhile, in science....the data didn't match & never has, which is why they went from boogeyman  'global warming' to

relabeled boogeyman 'climate change'.   The confusion is like studying covid or the jab and comparing 'studies'.  The raw data

unspun just doesn't support it. Think of the right like the brownshirts, and the left like watermelon...trying to avoid censor-trigger

words here.  They called the brownshirts 'beefsteak' for several reasons, but one was because they were 'red' in the middle.  Like

'watermelon'.  BLOODY for the people suffering under them, their 'changes', and their tyranny.
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zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a study on the subject. Perhaps Dr Mercola could contact him. This is a comparison study before and after the vaccine.

Number of deaths (y1) and cases (y2) jumped considerably after the vaccine commenced to be deployed. Worldwide Bayesian Causal

Impact Analysis of Vaccine Administration on Deaths and Cases Associated with COVID-19:              A BigData Analysis of 145

Countries  A Preprint K  November 15, 2021 with ResearchGate Kyle A. Beattie ∗  Department of Political Science University of Alberta

Alberta, Canada
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the hopefully near future when a huge investigation into crimes against humanity WILL be brought to trial, these are the resources

that will be brought as evidence, Insurance companies, funeral home, Vaers. I am sure may will want a clause of no names, people will

fear for their lives to testify, many brave people have and will stand up against this tyranny
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's have a lookee see on the topic of life Insurance. For well over 100 yrs these Banking barons have clearly illustrated over time why

they are the King Ranchers of the Fleecing of the Sheep.   Jezus...it's even Biblical!  Big Pharma is, with the help from your .GOV, trying

so hard to catch up. But the pesky 2nes that P2zer and crew have endured, have taken some steam from a Titans dream. 1986 solved

that. Now they have a paid Army at their beck and call to Ieece the sheep. The .Gov prints money so there is plenty to go around.  But

somewhere lusts, someone Green with Envy!!  

Hint: Fauci's Moderna. So waddy ya think mates???  Does the .Gov stake in Big Pharma Vaxx, gonna be the depth charge, strong arm, or

Torpedo that sinks the 100 yr old lock of the Lloyd's of London style global cartel?  Coming up next....The dying sickness of our current

banking system. And how the Fed can 2x it. Stay tuned after the station break.....  You are watching the Plandemia Network.   Brought to

you by P2zer.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have mentioned many times....the real $$$ beyond the injection up-front monies for these untouchable mega pharma entities is the

pipeline of assured "ongoing" pro2ts by creating vast amounts of new long term sick people with increased neurodegenerative,

immunological, cancers etc. So not only do they make "we the people" pay  for most all of it thru stimulus monies to fund massive PSA

media propaganda in getting get people hooked thru mass psychosis formation (fear), they have ready and in development new mRNA

medications to treat all the long term "injection induced" health issues mentioned above. Nice gig!
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Lots of nice $$, right?  Follow the money.  And Mr. Mega Billionaire Gates - wanting to 'help' the world with his magic shot.  What?

 Killing people?  Nooooo, it's safe and effective!  And these people are getting sick a different way!  By the unvx'd!!!  Pfft!
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Did i read this right? So the ceo of company is going to mandate shot to his employees?  Dear Lord what is going on here?!!!
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Citi-bank and several others have already done this
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StarPowerVitD
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Similar to how the IRS got Al Capone, the insurance companies and funeral homes will betray the govt coverup. Regarding the worker

shortage, Wondered for months whether people did not want to work or if there we’re no people to work. Sure its a little of both, but the

only publically traded funeral services provider, SCI, recently reported 2x the revenue in Q3 2021 vs Q3 2020.
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This post was deleted because it violated our Terms Of Use 

Comment does not pertain to the topic of the article or does not provide value or insight to the discussion.
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Not as much as NYT.
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wallguy
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The worst overtone is that more death acutely happening in real time. It is evidence of facts. The good news (if you can call it that) is

that more fact in evidence is "oozing" from the cracks of Plandemia. Perhaps a solid veri2able number base, has a questioned accuracy,

but not when numbers such as this explode from life insurance companies. David Martin had a profound video months ago diving deep

into this very topic. He simply said "watch for the policy insured asking to collect on the deceased, grow by 100%.

Well he nailed that nicely and it is one of the best "TELLS" we have in this poker game. The fact that 10,000 people turn 65 everyday in

the US, was a viral Plandemia dream come true. They are not the moving targets. They are 2sh in a barrel. Gain of function by design

enabled that number, to cause the fear, that became the disease of despairs to brain wash into a consequence of rigorous compliance.

The likes of which sets the Global Financial systems on 2re like Napalm on a jungle. Killing old folks sets the stage to permanent or

diminished social programs payments , while all bank accounts of the deceased now must be closed by the bank, and distributed to the

trust of the inheritors named on the accounts, thereby a large tax will be assessed on the inheritance. This wealth of savings robbery is

so massive as there is so much money parked in accounts doing "NOTHING"! It is lost from circulation of the consumer,  and placed on

an asset sheet as the banks property. Of which it is "NOT"!

Go ahead...try and take all "YOUR" hard earned money from savings/checking and close your account while you are alive. It's a

nightmare to do.  Dollars are products owned by the Fed Res Bank. This is the only payment system. There is no other one determined

as "Legal" . If you think for one minute these Big guys are happy to fork over billions to the families of deceased, think again!!  And now

the Pharma sights are set on kids, who are by far their most valued targets
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principia-scienti2c.com/coronavirus-vaccine-deaths-not-covered-by-lif..
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stanleybecker
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Add as Friend  Send Message

max - heads we don't pay out and tails we don't pay out - sorry but a coin only has two sides
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rrealrose
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Max,  Most pathologists cannot tell what's causing many of these deaths! They are being marked as undetermined causes.

 Dr Bhakdi  and his assoc. pensioner (came out of retirement) pathologist Arne Burkhardt found autoimmune conditions, with

T-cells attacking organs missed by most pathologists without extensive history and background in looking for details. There's

more on bitchute.
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Always thought that the purported intent of the vaccines was to reduce the world's population in developed nations was a laughable

conspiracy.  Now I'm not so sure...
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I see too many numbers, percentages, etc.. Personally; I prefer to simply look at the evidence, out in the real world. People who did not

fall for the "vaccine" scam are NOT sick or dying (I am a good example). Those who did take the shot(s) ARE sick and dying! Does that

simplify it for anyone? BTW: A man, in the house I live in, is sick (I won't say "with covid") and I know for a fact that he has taken all of

his "recommended" shots! Now, my landlord is even more afraid; because he has totally bought into the covid "crisis" psyops.
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yeah but it is our fault they're ill...I'm about as healthy as one can be, pure blood no matter what in dystopian BC...
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Chiamiller; we have a new guy in the house. I haven't seen much of him; but, I just saw him going downstairs to do his laundry -

with the muzzle on! Aarrrgggghhh! Do these Lemmings even understand that this insanity has been going on for over 2 years?!

You can bet that the globalists are sitting in their mansions and clubs laughing their asses off!
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formed
Joined On 9/1/2021 2:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems there may be another level to this - I have read that orcial 2gures might be being adjusted to not reIect what the insurance

ceo is saying?
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dog1678
Joined On 4/1/2016 4:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those of us who have not fallen for the Game are left trying to 2gure out who/what has launched this nightmare onto the world. Is it a

well-thought out plan by the Globalists, the Devil now openly walking among us- or something else? I can't help but think that the level

of coordination of this Plan is too advanced for anything Man could cook up. The world has always been full squealers, mis2ts and

incompetents, and to think that suddenly they have all fallen in line and executed a Plan seems well, frankly, above human capability. So,

is this the Biblical End Times, or are we being manipulated by something else? For some reason this image keeps popping up in my

head: a child sitting out in the sun is holding a magnifying glass over a trail of ants on the sidewalk. The child knows that the heat

generated by the glass will disturb and harm the ants, and the ants have no idea of what is going on. That's how I see us. Is the force

against us demonic, or maybe extraterrestrial? I doubt we will ever know. In the meantime, God Bless all.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is actually a strategy that has been developed for decades by the Chinese Communist Army called Unrestricted Warfare. It

is a coordinated effort where they attack multiple people on multiple fronts. It is now the world's populations at large that are

looked at in the same way as enemy nation states had been in the past. It does seem incredible that they have been able to

unleash it on such a grand scale but this is exactly what is happening!
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junebabywoh.rr.com
Joined On 8/30/2017 2:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YEP, now the government will own the insurance companies like they do big pharma!  the truth will be manipulated and actual numbers

from covid deaths will never be known!  Washington DC needs their power removed????
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brandnewtube.com/watch/david-martin-prosecuting-those-behind-the-convi..  ~

rumble.com/vqq6wo-dr.-david-martin-attorney-general-document-2ling-in..  The best way to stop this whole thing is to prove the

pandemic is fraudulent through the 2ling of felony criminal indictment by grand jury with follow-on prosecution. Success would

terminate the EUA for the jab. The big question is "Who will do this?" Our local, county, and state attorneys' job is to protect we

the people - they work for us. Demand these individuals initiate legal proceedings to indict the perpetrators. Dr David Martin

provides a proposed indictment with surcient evidence to do so. The more demands made by we the people the less they can

ignore it and do nothing. www.fullyliveacademy.com/attorneygeneraldocument  

In addition - all employers who are requiring the jab are guilty of conspiring with the perpetrators. If you are being coerced by

your employer to take the jab in order to keep your job - that is a felony crime. You can give your employer a Notice of Liability

which is a legal option for you to notify them in writing that you know you are being coerced and you want them to know that they

are committing a felony crime for which they can and will be prosecuted. Here is an example of a Notice you can

use:dougbillings.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/609462860f3394d5991a85fd_Em..  ~ watch:

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-david-martin-condemns-vax-pushing-corporat..
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cestormark
Joined On 7/27/2021 6:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God help us!
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amo3073
Joined On 10/30/2013 1:22:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola for your Perseverance
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john_1953
Joined On 4/24/2013 9:58:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fact Check the real name of J. Scott Davison, Chairman, President and CEO , OneAmerica Financial Partners, Inc.

www.oneamerica.com/.../scott-davison
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john_1953
Joined On 4/24/2013 9:58:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To ensure greater credibility, Dr. Mercola really needs to state “Davidson’s” true surname as “Davison”.
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typeme2
Joined On 10/5/2011 10:05:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

for about a dozen years i've subscribed to the fda food and medicine recalls since my mother went on a couple of medications.  about

once a month there would be a recall for food or medicine with dangerous microbes or 'foreign particles'.  since 2020 i started getting

DAILY emails for MULTIPLE food and medical recalls, most notably all the diabetes medications and devices.  knocking off the

vulnerable ones who took take pills rather than nutrition for their health.  shame on you, chemical companies!
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why aren't we hearing about politicians and the elites having reactions or deaths to the Jabs?  I highly DOUBT that any of them are

taking it - because they know!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Probably got saline
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bob Sagat,  host of "America's Funniest Videos" got his booster shot on Dec. 13th and died on Jan. 10th of unknown causes.

Watch this for the truth... twitter.com/.../1480236411219374081   it's only a couple minutes long.
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Balticscot
Joined On 9/5/2021 5:01:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to everyone for your input against the evil around us.  I remember watching a program about 2sh being damaged ,by the birth

control pill , residue  in English rivers. What is THIS poison doing to our water ?. I'm also surprised that the vaccinated can donate blood.

I hope I never need it.
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RobinPClarke
Joined On 12/21/2021 1:25:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"the birth control pill , residue  in English rivers. What is THIS poison doing to our water ?" Women pee it out.  We need to ban

women from peeing.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ditto.  Can you imagine? I talk to God every day and ask him to take to task the people behind this, and we all know it's BILL

GATES.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the past year or so posters have consistently claimed that deaths have not risen, they have remained at normal levels.  Call me

confused!
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kirsch lists 14 clues as to what this deadly “something” might be, including the following: 1. The rise in deaths began after the

rollout of the COVID shots
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

your imagination has overwhelmed your memory of events - posters have consistently stated that DEATHS will rise - you are

watching too much TV and confusing this with the Mercola comments section
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prune unit
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's how cults operate. They only latch on to claims that support what they want to believe. Same as accusing everyone who

doesn't think that way of either being fearmongers or sheep, on a site built on fearmongering. I've been here since 2003.  If the

media was pretending COVID was no big issue, there would be nothing but articles about "what they're not telling us!", like there

are about everything else. Fear of the water, fear of the sky. If we bought all the supplements we've been told to take here, did all

the organic farming, the barefoot walks on the beach in the sun, we would be broke and out of work.

The medical system is so badly broken, we all come here and 2nd some great information on nutrition, much of it wonderful, and

then the cult-mindset latches on. Criticize one little thing or ask a question and your're deemed a CNN guzzling pod person. At

the Schaumburg clinic in 2004, I asked the practitioner an honest and enthusiastic question about how their candida test  works

as she rolled around a little glass vile on my stomach, and instead of happily explaining it, she got immediately defensive as if I

called her mother a liar.  Huge red Iag.

I was just curious, not confrontational. I had been screwed over by my doctors and thought I could get some answers. Any

comments or questions like ours are extinguished by the last hangers on of the echo chamber. That will be it's undoing, long

before the censorship. All of this should be able to stand up to scrutiny, much less a question or contrasting experience. And this

is coming from me, a victim of the medical institution and insurance companies. Blue Cross completely railed me for going to the

clinic.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stan, I have a fairly good memory, and I don't get my information from the TV.  You don't even know if I watch TV, so stop  making

assumptions.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There was only a slight uptick in 2020 because of a trough in 2019, statistically there were no excess deaths in 2020 during the

worst pandemic since the WW1 experimental vaccines.  The people who died in 2020 were the people who always die:  over 80,

cancer, Alzheimer's, heart etc.  The big difference was a fraudulent PCR test and Trump (and now Biden) throwing trillions of

dollars around.
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dollars around.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

seedsaver37, Your memory serves you well, except they were referring to 2020, the 2rst year of the plandemic, when vaccns were

not yet available. All bets are off for 2021 and thereafter. Conditions now in 2022 are getting progressively worse (by my

reckoning). I also reckon that if vaccns had never been rolled out, this virus thing would have ended according to initial

estimates, in about 12 to 14 months, and not dragged out an extra year and counting. Attempting to 2ght the virus, compared to

2ghting a war, is non-productive and in this case may have been seriously counter-productive. Protecting the vulnerable does not

equal shooting up every arm of 7 billion people. That came out of the mouth of Bill Gates, with a lot of vaccine investments but

no medical or even a science degree.
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seedsaver, up until the “vaccine” rollout, annual death rates in the UK from inIuenza and pneumonia according to ONS records

(records began in 1900) were about 30,000 per year affecting age groups above 65 years.   Mysteriously, towards 2019-2020,

these 2gures were not available, and ‘Iu’ statistics disappeared.  While the use of the inappropriate, non diagnostic PCR test was

used to inIate “COVID-19” “cases” at cycles too high to be meaningful, once the “vaccine” roll out began, the number of cycles

was dropped so that it would appear that the injection was working to prevent infections. As many deaths as possible were

attributed to “COVID-19”, even road accidents. Undertakers con2rmed the shenanigans re death certi2cates. As for actuarial

statistics, it was Dr David Martin who 2rst drew attention to insurance claims as a realistic indicator of the truth. Actuaries and

insurance companies are the most hard nosed sceptics in the world - for good reason - they are not going to shell out money

without proof.  Pre-vax claims for deaths were not above normal. Post vax tells a different story. Draw your own conclusions.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

realrose and katy, thank you for your polite responses.  So much more informative than a sarcastic comment.
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seedsaver, there must be a lot of members of the public, who are prepared to accept the orcial narrative, which has been

carefully thought out in order to deceive and of course to encourage uptake of the potentially lethal injection, which is why words

referring to injections are in inverted commas - these are not what you and I understand under normal terminology relating to

vaccines. They are really just bioweapons designed to reduce the population.  About 20% of the batches are rotated in order to

allay suspicion and create an impression of random deaths and injuries.

Mike Adams reckons about 50 percent of the world’s population will be gone eventually through fake vaccines affecting fertility,

 lockups, suicide, poverty and starvation etc. The plan was decades in the making and Event 201 was code for 2021 when the

scamdemic was planned to take off in earnest, all the groundwork having been prepared in advance using techniques borrowed

from previous biowarfare attempts (check Dr Fauci), from old colonialist tactics, Na-zi mass psychosis, fear-mongering and

demonisation of a particular group of the population.

Then there is the real world government. The ones you think you are voting for are just stooges who do as they are told. There

may even be a layer underneath the now infamous Blackrock and Vanguard criminal capitalists  who own every company you

have heard of and never heard of. Think of it as upturned triangle with us serfs at the top and the 1% at the bottom.  Interested in

your pen name “Seedsaver”. Are you familiar with the work of Vandana Shiva who wrote “Oneness against the One Per Cent” and

describes the criminal activity of e.g. Gates & Co in monopolising seed saving”?
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

katy, I have been saving seeds for the best part of my life.  I have run seedbanks for a couple of organisations, and was the

manager for a voluntary organisation that planted trees on farms sown from seed.  I have grown special seeds to supply

heirloom seed companies.  At 84, I am still growing trees and other perennials from seed, though I may never see them fully

grown.   Yes, I am very familiar with Vandana Shiva.
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leguponwild1
Joined On 10/15/2010 12:53:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While I agree the "vax" is bad for you, my partner looked into these numbers and determined most were drug overdoses. Most likely

fentanyl, you know the drug the cartels bring in across our open border? I'd like to see those in charge held accountable for these

deaths. They have been killing our children with it for years. Sad.
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organicpaul
Joined On 1/18/2011 2:44:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am proposing two collaborative efforts among all readers, Dr. Mercola, and Dr. Mercola's staff:1. Produce an evolving document titled

"RED FLAGS" that will list as many red Iags that we can think of. This document will contain unknowns such as what was the placebo

used in the P2zer trials.2. A multiple-choice quiz-like document with questions such as "What does 95% ercacy mean?" followed by

four possible answers, only one of which is correct. A similar question could simply be "What does ercacy in a drug trial mean?"

Similarly, "What does effectiveness mean?" Also, true or false questions could be asked, "In drug trials, do ercacy and effectiveness

mean the same thing? A correct answers section would be included somewhere in the document.Let's get this snowball rolling.My

name is Paul Posillo.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this part of the worker shortage? Death and disabilities increasing?
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myw2616
Joined On 2/15/2021 8:20:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi I got some information that using monoclonal antibodies is dangerous and is an experimental product just like the jabs. I also

understand that the government is secretly monitoring anyone that gets this experimental treatment. I am seeking insight on this.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Want a laugh.... this is the bottom line...  twitter.com/.../1480236411219374081  only a couple minutes long
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nursehypnotist
Joined On 5/14/2014 11:10:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

read up again about the Thymus gland :from anatomy/ phys 101. ask after you've re-read your text. does vaxing young people make any

sense? and could it be child abuse?
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Readiness Communications for Grid Down (Dennis DeLaurier 1/4) DeLaurier (88 years old/smart… wow) really gets it. (HAM licensed

for 80 years) (Adapt 2030 interview) www.brighteon.com/c1e89dfa-e6fa-47c1-aad5-ee96ab685a49  .. Surviving the Grand Solar

Minimum Blog (Dennis DeLaurier… understands RWF/GSM Ice Age Now/grid down physics) https://thegsmprepper.com/  .. How Food

Production and Prices Will Change in 2022 (FORECAST) (Adapt 2030) www.brighteon.com/75309ae9-7a7c-44fa-8e4d-9f1e7d9d95ec  ..

HRR www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=hrr&page=1&uploaded=week  

BANNED.VIDEO www.bitchute.com/.../9c7qJvwx7YQT  ~ www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=banned.video&page=1&uploade..

 ..“Medical Misinformation” – The Most Dangerous Vaxx Lots/Batches by design

www.brighteon.com/b446aed0-3e63-4c46-bd93-cb987fe65b0c  ~

www.thelibertybeacon.com/fuellmich-new-2ndings-are-enough-to-dismantl..  ~ www.ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca  ~ https://electroverse.net/
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

March on Washington January 23 to protest mandates:  defeatthemandatesdc.com
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am an 82 year old female and was able to get ivermectin 6 mg. It is usually prescription so seek a cooperating physician to assist you.

FDA is not being truthful so look to others as well.
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Bri8633
Joined On 12/10/2016 2:07:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This really explains it ….. watch and listen you will get a real education as to how and where it all began www.youtube.com/watch
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ErikaBeth
Joined On 5/18/2017 3:41:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for article —Where do I 2nd the one America report ?
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jintampa1
Joined On 8/23/2015 2:40:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was so happy to get your email a couple of days ago about making your archives  available to all of us and of course I subscribed for a

year immediately!I  am sad to say that when I forward your articles, there are still people checking you out and coming back saying that

you are spreading disinformation!!!WE ALL KNOW THAT IT'S THE EXACT OPPOSITE!I have resigned myself to not waste precious time

on these people who probably already have brain damage from taking 3 jabs of poison. Thank you Dr Mercola for sacri2cing yourself to

help us!
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People who have "received" the jab and seem to be 2ne will dismiss this information.  I have many friends, in fact most, who are

vaxxed, that call it all conspiracy.  Simply because they refuse to believe the possibility of this being on a grand scale (they think

is just not possible).  My boyfriend just received his second dose of J&J. He had no adverse affects with the 2rst, this last was

about a week ago.  I have upped my intake of adjuvant therapy because we live together.  He is hard headed and old school, and

thinks I'm just an "emotional" woman who reads "stuff on FB" like he often points out.  

The fact is, I have worked in many high areas, an adjutant general, a federal judge, and, I did a contract job at the CDC some years

ago.  I've been on the inside, and seen the political atmosphere.  They actively hide things. I am not a "theorist" - I use thinking

skills, read and I haven't watched CNN in over 25 years. I do not believe everything I read, I do my homework.  I research, because

that is one of my best skills.  When the Mayor (I work for a small city), asked me "are you getting the vaccine?" I promptly replied

"Nope."  I did consider it at one point, but decided I would wait a year or two.  In 2020, I was already convinced there was

something sinister about this whole event.  I go through days where I am afraid I'll end up in some camp, it's frightening to see

what is unfolding before our eyes.  The current administration is straight up EVIL.
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franke.ellengmail.com
Joined On 1/11/2022 7:16:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So are you all saying that NO orcial person in Congress or Senate including the President and VP Heels Up Harris never got the jab?

Just wondering?
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

they were exempt along with the judicial system - all congressional reps also got treatment with ivermectin on the sly

theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2021/10/09/report-100-to-200-congres..
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dhayman
Joined On 5/15/2009 2:37:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The jabs for show on camera were likely saline, or theatrical syringes.  I've seen a few pictures of people supposedly getting jabs

with the cover still on the needle.  These people aren't stupid, there's no way they'd get the actual clot shot.  They know better.

 America's Frontline Doctors reported that a signi2cant number of politicians and staff have contacted them to get Ivermectin

and HCQ.
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nickstubbs
Joined On 7/7/2013 1:57:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me too pipblanc...
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Come on GITMO pick up the pace.........https://realrawnews.com/
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fake news 

📰

  Go troll Facebook. The community here isn’t easily conned by foolishness.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hahahaha, this must be where stevecar was getting his information!
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Complete nonsense!  Or is this like The Onion,  satirical news?  If so, not funny.  Go away!
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denicehubbardsbcglobal.ne
Joined On 9/15/2011 9:15:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is data and information that can be played around with by anyone who wants to present their own beliefs and opinions.  I don't care

what side youre on, data can easily be manipulated and presented to bene2t whomever decides to do so.  Why are Americans dying at

earlier age than in the past:  It's the damn opiate crisis and addiction that has overtaken rural Americans, the poor and whomever has

the unfortunate experience of being over medicated by doctors with opiates for pain.  

that's why the makers of opiates in the USA are currently being sued.  People are dying earlier because our health care system is broken

in the USA and people accept junk food as a diet.  Also, income inequality in the USA has destroyed the fabric of the lower and middle

classes in the USA while the billionaire class promotes presidential candidates and political parties that pass massive tax cuts for

millionaires and billionaires in the USA while the poor and middle class are divided and left to 2ght each other for the crumbs left over.  

As for over 800K Americans dead during our latest pandemic, it doesn't take a genius to 2gure that out too.  Of course it's impacting our

death rates, just like it did back in the pandemic of 1918.  Pandemics are here to stay, just as they always have been throughout the

ages.  That's life on planet earth.  How each individual decides to weather through a pandemic is a matter of survival of the 2ttest.

 Pandemics eliminate the weak, whether it's the weak physically or the weak intellectually.  Each person can decide for their own life,

which way to go.  I'm tired of how the masses are being divided by the pandemic and some who use it to push their own agenda.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

why is no one talking about the 12 ways of neutralizing the vaccine after injection?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

because the damage is IRREVERSIBLE!!
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I read this somewhere, I even read that if you take IVERMECTIN pre-shot, it may prevent clots.  I can't 2nd it anywhere now. Can
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